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Personal and Impersonal Desires
Most of us will have encountered the idea that desires are a barrier to enlightenment. It occurs in
Mr Ouspensky’s system, in the Shankaracharya’s teaching and in many other spiritual traditions. We
are instructed to have fewer desires or to reduce all our desires to just one desire – the desire for
liberation. But is this the only way? Is it really possible? How can it be achieved?
This is how Francis Lucille answered a related question:
Q: Is desire a hindrance and should certain objects be avoided?
This is not a path of detachment from objects, of depriving oneself of life. On the contrary, life
should be a celebration. We need to discover what life is before we can truly celebrate it. When
we find out what life really is, a natural detachment takes place. This detachment is effortless,
because our discovery gives us such absolute happiness, cures us so radically of fear, gives us
such an ease of being and freedom, that the usual objects of desire seem pale in comparison. In
other words, we are not detaching ourselves from objects through practices or disciplines; they
are detaching themselves from us as a result of understanding and causeless joy. The objects are
all still available but the difference is that we no longer use them to obtain happiness. We use
them to celebrate happiness.
There are no regrets on this path. We can still do whatever we previously wanted to do but we do
it in freedom, because we understand everything we do as a celebration of our freedom, not as a
means of fulfilment. When we have this understanding and attitude towards life, the universe
cooperates with us. It becomes our accomplice.
[The Perfume of Silence, ch6]
That does not mean that after enlightenment all desiring thoughts disappear. If we are thirsty, then
it is natural to desire water. And isn’t listening to music, going for a walk in the countryside, enjoying
a meal with friends all part of the celebration of happiness? All those activities must surely spring
from an initial desire. So are some desires ‘good’ and others ‘bad’? Here is Rupert’s explanation:
There are two essential types of desire: one is initiated by the separate-inside-self thought and
always seeks to acquire happiness and love through an object, situation or person; the other
proceeds directly from our being, unmodulated by the sense of separation, and expresses, shares
and celebrates itself in the world of form, that is, through objects, activities and relationships.
In other words, one goes towards happiness and love; the other comes from it.
Ultimately all desires are an expression of the peace, happiness and love that is our self, but if
this is not clearly understood, happiness and love will always seem to be the goal of our activities
and relationships rather than their source.
[Presence: The Art of Peace and Happiness, p82]
So when a desire arises, how can we tell which sort of desire it is? And if it seems to be centred on a
feeling of being a separate self, on one of those illusory I’s that Mr Ouspensky described, what
should we do about it? Trying to get rid of desires is just like trying to get rid of thoughts or feelings –
it doesn’t work. Here is Rupert’s advice:
Try to have thoughts, and therefore desires, that are in line with your deepest love and
understanding. When you have a desire, as it arises, before you rush headlong to fulfil it, just
pause. Ask yourself ‘on whose behalf is this desire arising?’ Does it truly come from love? From
intelligence? From peace? Or does it come from a sense of lack, that is seeking, through the
desire, to acquire an object – a substance, an activity, a state or a relationship – in order to give
this fragment happiness. And if the desire is coming from that place, instead of seeking to fulfil
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the desire, through the acquisition of the object, turn around and question the fragment – the
sense of lack, or dis-ease, or discomfort, from which the desire is arising. Because what you are
really seeking through the acquisition of the object, is in fact lying just behind the discomfort. You
have to go back through the discomfort this way [inwards towards the Self that feels the
discomfort] in order to find what you are truly looking for in the object out there.
But if the desire does come from a sense of fulfilment, then feel free to act on the desire. You can
pursue the desire, and if the desire is not fulfilled, you won’t mind in the least. Because it was
coming from fulfilment, you were already fulfilled, so it doesn’t matter to you in the least if your
desire is not fulfilled, it leaves no trace of longing or disappointment in you.
[Video clip, 14/11/2013: The Universe Fulfils Impersonal Desires]
Rupert describes those desires that come from happiness and a sense of fulfilment, as impersonal
desires, and those that revolve around a separate self, as personal desires. Here is some advice he
gave at the recent retreat in Wales about how to tell the difference:
One way to tell whether our desire is impersonal or not, is that if the desire is not fulfilled, we
don’t mind. If the desire is coming from a sense of lack, then if it’s not fulfilled, we will feel
frustrated. But if for instance, let’s say the desire for a companion, if it’s coming from a desire for
love, then if we don’t get the companion, we will feel empty, we will feel frustrated, unloved and
unloving. But if the desire is coming from love, from a desire to simply celebrate that love and
express that love, because it is natural for love to be celebrated and expressed, then if the desire
is not fulfilled immediately, then we are just left with our love. There’s no frustration there. So
that’s a good way to test on whose behalf the desire or the request is rising.
[Buckland Hall retreat 26/04/2016: The True Safety of Awareness]
It is sometimes said that if you want something strongly enough, you will usually eventually get it.
This often seems to work, but we need to make sure the desire is an impersonal one:
Q: Would you say that when you would like something to happen, you better ask it clearly?
RS: Not clearly - impersonally. Because the reason why an impersonal desire is fulfilled is because
the one who is asking is the same as the one who is asked. But what you desire, or ask for, has to
be asked for on behalf of the whole – not on behalf of the person. Therefore, it must be an
impersonal desire. So if you ask the universe to send you a companion to fill up your sense of
lack, beware! You won’t enjoy your companion. But if you ask the universe to send you a
companion to share and express and celebrate the impersonal love that you feel, then the
universe will send you a very sweet friend. …
Just make sure that what you are asking for is on behalf of truth, love or beauty.
[Buckland Hall retreat 26/04/2016: The True Safety of Awareness]
What about the desire for enlightenment? Is that personal or impersonal? It often seems to start as
a personal desire for an object or objective experience, but as Francis Lucille explains, it has a very
different quality from a personal desire for a house, a car or a girlfriend:
The desire for the Absolute comes from the Absolute. Although everything is the deed of
consciousness, to seek consciousness knowingly is a special kind of deed. It is not an ordinary
type of activity. It comes from grace. Everything is grace, but to seek grace is a special grace.
[The Perfume of Silence, ch14]
It is that special grace that guides our search and leads us to our heart’s desire:
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For a mind that has become accustomed for so many years to knowing only objects—that is, to
focusing its attention and interests on the body, mind and world alone—it is inevitable that the
desire to know oneself as some kind of a subtle object will persist. We will search for this aware
presence and try to make it an object of our knowledge or experience.
However, if we return again and again to the experiential understanding that our self is the
knower or witness of all objects, it becomes clear that it cannot itself be an object.
We may find ourselves again moving out into the so-called world but this time without motive.
The inclinations of our particular body and mind are undertaken spontaneously, without
calculation, and they leave no trace of a separate self. We may find our self still having desires
but they are no longer motivated to find peace, happiness and love; they seek only to express,
share and celebrate it.
[Rupert Spira: Presence - The Art of Peace and Happiness, p155.]
Most of us were brought up with the belief that in order to get what we want, we need to work hard
and be persistent. But enlightenment doesn’t work like that. Here is an extract from a dialogue I had
with Rupert on that subject:
RS: The energies of the separate self can only be directed towards objects. They can only be used
for the acquisition of some kind of a state, or an object, or a relationship. It is a dissolving of
those energies, not a redirecting of them. We cannot go towards enlightenment: we can only go
towards an object. Any direction that we take is the wrong direction.
…
JB: But the focus has been on remembering that I need to allow attention to sink back [into its
source].
RS: But the focus in this case is an activity of your mind. It’s a directing of your mind. It’s more a
relaxation of that focusing. You can’t direct the mind to its source. You can only direct the mind
to an object. It is the relaxation or the falling back of attention – not the redirecting of attention.
JB: But something initiates that.
RS: Yes. What initiates it from the separate self’s point of view? It seems to be initiated by a
desire for happiness, a desire for enlightenment. In fact the separate self doesn’t do anything, it
doesn’t desire anything. When the separate self feels the desire for happiness, what it is actually
feeling is the pull of attraction from its true nature. The separate self doesn’t do anything – it is
attracted by happiness, it is pulled by happiness. The separate self feels ‘I want to go there, I’m
determined to get there’. No, all it’s feeling – and that’s what grace is – is the pull of awareness
which is acting on the separate self.
So imagine you have a rubber band. The further you stretch the rubber band, the further one end
of the band goes from the other end, the greater the force of attraction pulling it back to its
original state. So the separate self is like a rubber band that goes out and out and out and out,
seeking happiness in objects further and further and further away from its source. The further it
goes from its source the greater the pull from its source. It experiences that pull as suffering. …
The experience of suffering is happiness pulling us back to itself. The other end of the band can’t
go looking for its source – it’s attracted back to its source. And when it comes back to its original
condition, then all the tension is released, the suffering is released. That’s called ‘happiness’,
when there is no more tension, no more suffering. It’s come back to its source, its original
condition. The separate self has merged in the true self. That’s what happiness is. For the
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separate self can’t go there – it’s the only place the separate self can’t go.
[Gaunts House retreat 1/12/2014]
If we understand that we don’t choose our thoughts or actions – we are not the doer – it will be
obvious that we don’t choose our desires either. Our desire for enlightenment just happens. If we
cooperate with it – allow it to pull us back into its source – it will become impersonal, it will grow in
intensity, and our deepest longing will be fulfilled:
Q. How should one lead one’s life if seeking enlightenment?
RS: According to the strength of one’s desire for enlightenment. In fact, everyone is searching for
enlightenment, which is simply the search for Happiness. Most people search for Happiness in
the realm of objects, that is, in the realm of the mind, body and world.
Once it has become obvious that Happiness does not reside in the realm of objects, all the
energies that were previously directed outwards towards them are now gathered and turned
towards their source.
At a certain point this becomes all-consuming and a great intensity arises in one’s heart.
What it is that ignites this love of truth, I do not know. It is truly a gift of Presence.
[Rupert Spira: Interview with Paula Marvelly - June 2010]

Contemplation
We never truly desire an object for its own sake; we desire only to be relieved of the
agitation of resistance and seeking that takes us away from the Now into time. Thus, all
we ever truly desire is to be desireless.
[Rupert Spira]
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